LITHUANIAN
DEFENCE INDUSTRY:
map of products
and services
AIR/SPACE

AIR/UAV

NANOAVIONIKA
Satellite communication,
ﬂight-proven nano-satellite

AIR/GROUND SUPPORT

AERODIAGNOSTIKA
(THRUST)
UAV systems for monitoring
and military applications
(target, reconnaissance)

ASU BALTIJA
modernization
AVIATIC MRO

GRANTA SOLUTIONS
maintenance, training of pilots
Fixed wing micro-UAV for
surveillance and reconnaissance
purposes
MINISKIPAS
UAVs for visual information
collection and post-processing

COMMUNICATION AND
INFORMATION SYSTEMS

AMMUNITION
GIRAITĖS GINKLUOTĖS
GAMYKLA
NATO ball cartridges

NRD CS
Cyber security (hardware and

ELSIS TS
ICT design, development,
installation, maintenance

PRIMECOM
Cellular network security
solutions

ELSIS PRO
Software development, system
integration (ICT, C4I, radar systems)

PIXPRO
Photogrammetric image
reconstruction solutions

IMINT
AI automatic image recognition
solution for military vehicles

OPTOMAN
Durable laser optics for
extreme power applications

ESEMDA
Electronic components: serial
electronics production & prototyping

3 FOTONAI
Laser optics and crystals

KITRON
Electronic equipment and
components

COMPONENTS
ALTECHNA
Optical components, OEM
ALTECHNA R&D
Laser workstations, cutting
glass & sapphire technology,
optics
EKSMA OPTICS
Optical components, laser optics,
IBS coating, nonlinear crystals,
assembling of electro-optical
systems
INTEGRATED OPTICS
Lasers for sensing applications,
quantum cryptography,
micro-optics assembly and
prototyping

PRECIZIKA METROLOGY
Mechatronics components
(encoders)
STEVILA
Mechanical high-precision
components

ENERGUS POWER
SOLUTIONS
Power supply: lightweight, high
density energy storage

SARGASAS
Opto-mechanical
components

DETECTION, LOCATION, ACQUISITION AND DECEPTION
BROLIS SEMICONDUCTORS
Semiconductor opto-electronic
devices: laser pointers and
illuminators; Weapon sights and
night vision systems; Surveillance
system; Projects & OEMs
ADOS-TECH
Thermal and night vision
devices
ATRI
Thermal imagers and
surveillance systems, night
driving system for the
armoured vehicles

GROUND
ARVEKA
Host nation real life
support

SONDERUS LT
Perimeter surveillance systems
comprising of radars, imaging
and AI

POLIMASTER EUROPE
Radiation detection and
measurement, personal dosimeters,
radionuclide identiﬁcation devices

TONBO IMAGING
Electro-optics and IR imaging
systems, OEM

LITAK-TAK
Air defence systems: radar,
SAM, ATC

VAIZDUOTĖ
Sensors for the identiﬁcation
and localization of vehicles

NT SERVICE
Counter-drone systems, radio
blocking system

KRYPTINGI PROJEKTAI
Object recognition using AI and
cameras

TIGBIS
Decoding, distant information
collection, drone detection

GROUND VEHICLES
AUTOKURTAS
Technical support and
maintenance of armored
vehicles

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT
AUDIMAS
Tactical clothing

SAFARILAND LITHUANIA
Armored wests

GARLITA
Specialised clothing,
uniforms

TAKTINIAI SPRENDIMAI
Pouches, holsters, cases for
various equipment, tactical
clothing systems

TUMA
Battle dress, uniforms,
jackets

LIELBATA
Ballistic helmets

OSTARA
Design and development of
hybrid buggies

R&D
BPTI
Defence and security-related
R&D in RF, AI and AR/VR for
military UX/UI solutions
FTMC
Development of special equipment:
laser, electromagnetic
measurement; military clothing
and protection

OMNITEKSAS
Functional garments from
jersey fabrics

CONTACT:
info@enterpriselithuania.com
A government agency promoting entrepreneurship,
supporting business development and fostering export.
A one-stop-shop for foreign entrepreneurs looking for
business partners in Lithuania.

www.enterpriselithuania.com
edb.enterpriselithuania.com

